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Cool Cars 2014-04-01 Packed with more than a hundred completely charismatic
classic cars, this book is the ideal gift for anyone driven to admire these
majestic machines. Author Quentin Wilson has hand-picked the most astonishing,
appealing, and all-round awesome cars ever to hit the highway. Multi-angle
photography reveals the true craftsmanship and beauty of these stunning rides,
and the text pays tribute to each vehicle and explains why it's destined to be
a classic, now and forever. Test drive this essential car guide, and you'll be
hooked.
The End of Time (Poptropica Book 4) Mitch Krpata 2017-09-12 Following the epic
penultimate conclusion of The Secret Society, Oliver, Mya, and Jorge find
themselves at an impasse: The Protectors’ headquarters lie in ruins; the
nefarious Octavian is nowhere to be found; and they have no idea how their
tampering with the timeline of Poptropica might affect history. As our heroes
band together to save the mysterious, uncharted island world and find a way
home, they are reminded of crucial events from their pasts—including how they
were transported to Poptropica in the first place. The trio suddenly finds
itself in the heart of Poptropica, where the Protectors discover the nexus of
all time and are offered the opportunity to see what their lives would be like
if they could change just one thing from their pasts. But will they choose to
go down these alternate paths? Filled with heart and humor, this is the
breathtaking finale Poptropica fans have been waiting for.
I Spy a Scary Monster Jean Marzollo 2005-08 Easy to read sentences along with
pictures to aid reader to find the clues as they play I Spy.
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My First Alphabet Dot-To-Dot Elizabeth Golding 2019-03 Youngsters will enjoy
connecting the dots even as they practice answering fun questions, coloring
pictures, alphabet sequencing in upper and lower case, and more. This book
offers hours of age-appropriate fun to kids that are just starting to enjoy
thinking through problems and finding answers all by themselves.
Challenging Dot-To-Dot 2016-08 Test your
puzzles, from 100 to 1,000 dots. Puzzles
progress. Find buried treasure, surf the
adventure! Challenge yourself to conquer
those dots!

dot-to-dot solving skills with over 70
start easy, but get harder as you
waves, or go on a dot-to-dot
each timed puzzle. Ready? Set? Connect

I Spy in the Ocean Damon Burnard 2001-06 Invites young readers to guess which
ocean creature that can be glimpsed through the opening in the pages has a name
that begins with the letter of the alphabet that is offered as a clue.
Lumberjanes Vol. 12 Shannon Watters 2019-08-07 In the aftermath of the time
shenanigans set off by Jo’s Mysterious Time Thingy, the Roanoke scouts are a
little bit uneasy on their feet. It’s up to Jen to cheer them up and help them
get back up and off adventuring again, with a quest to seek out the most
mysterious mythological monster of all...the mighty JACKALOPE! This New York
Times bestseller and multiple Eisner Award and GLAAD Award-winning series
features danger, adventure, and life-long friendships. Get in on the fun with
this brand-new adventure written by Shannon Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes)
and illustrated by Ayme Sotuyo.
I Spy Santa Claus Jean Marzollo 2008-04-03 Rhymes invite the reader to find
hidden objects in photographs of Christmas themes featuring Santa Claus.
Les Misérables Luciano Saracino 2018-06-28
My Little Golden Book About The White House Jen Arena 2019-05-07 Now the
littlest readers can learn about the White House--how it came to be, and what
it's like to live there! In this engaging Little Golden Book, preschoolers will
enjoy fascinating stories about the White House and some of the presidents,
First Families, and even First Pets who have lived there. Simple words and
bright artwork bring to life the story of how the White House came to be, and
how it has changed over time. Little ones will learn that George Washington
himself chose the building site, and that nearly every president has left his
mark--from Thomas Jefferson's introduction of "water closets"--early toilets!-to Michelle Obama's vegetable garden. And kids will gain a clear understanding
of the role the White House plays in American life and culture. Fun anecdotes
about the rowdy Roosevelt children riding metal trays down the staircase, the
annual Easter Egg Roll, and how the White House once kept cows for milk
complete this charming nonfiction Little Golden Book.
PopularMMOs Presents Enter the Mine PopularMMOs 2019-06-04 New York Times
bestselling authors and YouTube sensations Pat and Jen from the Minecraftvicente-belliure-disseny-naval-2-dissenyadors-val
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inspired channel PopularMMOs fall into a “hole” new world of adventure in their
exhilarating second graphic novel. Fans of DanTDM: Trayaurus and the Enchanted
Crystal and Minecraft: The Crash will love the second graphic novel from
PopularMMOs, full of hilarious jokes, thrilling action, and all of your
favorite characters in an exciting new setting. After Pat and Jen saved Bomby,
their cat Cloud, and one hundred friendly zombies from the clutches of Evil Jen
and brought them home from the underworld, they thought their adventuring days
were over. But ever since their return, more mysterious new holes have started
appearing—and more and more of their friends have started disappearing! After
Jen stumbles into one and Pat rushes after her, they find themselves trapped in
a dark, dank boomium mine. Now Pat and Jen need to free their friends, figure
out who’s behind this evil plot, and find a way to get back home—before it’s
too late. In this sequel to their New York Times bestselling graphic novel, go
on a brand-new adventure with PopularMMOs, one of the most popular YouTubers in
the world with over 19 million subscribers and 12 billion views!
Great White Shark Adventure Fabien Cousteau 2019-03-05 Two young explorers join
Fabien Cousteau and his team to get up close and personal with great white
sharks in this start to a series of graphic adventure novels. Junior explorers
Bella and Marcus join famed explorer Fabien Cousteau and his research team as
they embark on an ocean journey off the coast of South Africa, where the
world’s largest concentrations of great white sharks are found. Their mission
is to investigate a sighting of a massive white shark, and tag it so they can
track and protect it. Along the way, they’ll encounter whales, seals, dolphins,
penguins, and a colorful array of other marine life. They’ll also enter a shark
cage and come face to face with these powerful creatures. Dramatic, graphic
illustrations and a compelling story help young readers discover tons of facts
about sharks and other marine creatures. Children will also learn the many
damaging myths about sharks, why they are so misunderstood, and what is being
done to protect them from further exploitation and possible extinction.
Don't Ever Look Behind Door 32 B.C.R. Fegan 2018-03-14 The magical Hotel of Hoo
is a mysterious place with some very unusual occupants. As our guests explore
the strange hotel, they are invited to experience everything it has to offer
with just one warning… don’t ever look behind door 32. This imaginative picture
book aims to take children beyond the first ten cardinal numbers, and
introduces them to the patterns of counting in a fun and accessible way. With
rooms to explore and unique objects to count, children will enjoy lingering on
each page as they make their way closer to the forbidden door.
Sing Me a Story Grace Hallworth 2002 Provides a collection of five traditional
tales from the Caribbean region, each accompanied by a song and instructions
for dance steps.
The Iliad Diego Agrimbau 2019-05-01 After ten years of siege by Greek forces,
the walls of Troy remain intact. Only the intervention of the greatest warrior
of all time, Achilles, can tilt the balance in favor of the invaders. On the
Trojan side, Prince Hector is the only one who can face him. This is the story
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of the greatest war of all time. The war that brought all the heroes of ancient
Greece together and turned them into immortal legends. It is the war that made
the gods of Olympus face each other, due to their envy and vanity. This is the
Trojan War.
The Aeneid Diego Agrimbau 2019-05-01 VirgilÕs classic tale of a heroÕs mythical
journey comes to life in this graphic retelling for kids. From the smoldering
ruins of Troy, the warrior Aeneas sets out to find a new homeland for his
people. But itÕs no easy task, for his adventure is filled with great
sacrifice, angry gods, tragic love, and brutal battles. Will Aeneas be able to
fulfill his destiny and found the mighty city of Rome? With extra background on
the original Latin epic poem and its author, plus discussion questions and
writing prompts, itÕs easy to introduce young readers to this literary classic.
Once Upon a Time Machine Various 2018-04-24 Stories and myths from ancient
Greece have fueled our dreams and fired our imaginations for centuries. Step
inside a time machine built by a collection of today's finest storytellers, and
enter a range of futures where familiar tales are re-imagined in an astonishing
variety of styles. "Ancient" Greece: the year 3016 AD. And 4079 AD. And 6060
AD. From the trials of Heracles to the love songs of Orpheus, the myths and
gods of the past are reborn in wondrous and scarcely imaginable futures.
Witness exciting new visions of the Greek tradition from the hands and minds of
Ronald Wimberly (Prince of Cats), Toby Cypress (Rodd Racer), Farel Dalrymple
(The Wrenchies), and many more of today's most inventive creators. From the
editors of the landmark Little Nemo: Dream Another Dream anthology, this follow
up to the Harvey-nominated first volume of Once upon a Time Machine features a
the comics debut of Hugo and Nebula Award-winning author Michael Swanwick
(Stations of the Tide).
I Spy Thanksgiving Jean Marzollo 2011-09 Rhymes invite the reader to find
hidden objects in photographs of Thanksgiving themes.
Ultimate Challenger! Jean Marzollo 2001-01-01 It's the ultimate challenge: the
most difficult riddles combined with the most incredible photographs--culled
from the original I Spy books--to create the most intriguing I Spy book ever.
Full color.
Li'l Rip Haywire Adventures: Escape from Camp Cooties Dan Thompson 2016-03-01
Rip Haywire thinks he's got it made. Instead of going to bed early, doing
fractions and eating Brussels sprouts, he gets to accompany his soldier-of
fortune dad on laughably dangerous international missions. He's the only 12year-old in the world with a working knowledge of the Seven Most Common Booby
Traps Used by Ancient Civilizations to Protect Their Precious Treasures. It
sure beats school, right? But Rip's life is about to change when his dad, in a
sudden fit of responsibility, assigns Rip his toughest mission yet: a
historically all-girls summer camp. Will Rip learn how to get along with his
feminine camp mates, most of whom have never even seen a flame thrower, let
alone used one to fend off a pack of rabid hyenas? Can Rip solve the mysteries
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that surround the camp and one intriguing girl in particular? Readers will
follow Rip's misadventures in his whimsically illustrated journal, helping him
to solve puzzles and beat the bad guys, as he learns that friendship can be
more valuable than ancient treasure, and more powerful than a well-placed land
mine.
Peter & Ernesto: A Tale of Two Sloths Graham Annable 2018-04-10 Peter and
Ernesto are sloths, friends, and nothing alike, so Ernesto decides to go off on
an adventure alone. Will the pals' separation tear them apart or bring them
closer together? Presnted in comic books format.
Brain Camp Susan Kim 2010-08-03 Lucas and Jenna are chosen to attend a camp
that promises to turn delinquents into high achieving students, but when they
arrive, they realize that the camp is not what it seems.
The Dam Keeper, Book 2 Robert Kondo 2018-07-10 The second volume in a lush,
vibrantly drawn graphic novel series based on the Oscar-nominated animated
short film, about a young pig who must save his village from a toxic black fog.
Quantum Beginnings Joe Kuster 2019-08-02 "By far, the greatest danger of
Artificial Intelligence is that people conclude too early that they understand
it." -Eliezer YudkowskyArtificial intelligence was nearly mankind's last
invention. AI took off like a rocket, then when it racked up an impressive
death toll, it crashed before it could blossom and took most high-tech
industries with it. Resistance and fears became deep-set. Two decades after the
infamous Rev. 4.6 incidents, humanity hasn't quit dreaming of the wealth and
power that could be at their fingertips. A new generation of mega-corporations
rose from the ashes. When one melds a quantum computer to a barely functional
mental patient as a PR move, there are those who seek to profit, those who want
to destroy it, and Alex.Alex Sage is a typical college student trying to keep
up his grades and maybe find a meaningful connection with the fairer sex. Then,
an automated semi crashes into his home, killing his family and turning his
head into a pin cushion in the process. Alex awakens to find most of his
memories gone and an illegal AI hidden in his brain implant. Now the pet
project of a tech billionaire and heavily in debt, Alex struggles to stay
valuable enough to be kept online. Still grappling with the repercussions of
his injuries, and threats from a dangerous anti-augmentation political
movement, there are no easy answers and threats loom around every corner. Alex
must use whatever resources he can to escape from under the thumb of a ruthless
corporation, while keeping those he comes to love safe. "GOOD PREMISE, GREAT
EXECUTION"- THEZOUAVE"ONE SMALL STEP FOR CYBER-KIND......a well written story
with a rich world"- DESMERIT"You won't be disappointed"- G4MERSYLVER
My First Unicorn Dot-To-Dot Joe Potter 2019-03 WWTUD? (What Would the Unicorn
Do?) Complete the dots, color them in, and follow the unicorn into lots of
exciting, fun adventures. This book offers hours of age-appropriate fun to kids
that are just starting to enjoy thinking through problems and finding answers
all by themselves.
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Ship of Ruin Lindsay Buroker 2019-06-11 All Casmir Dabrowski wants is to return
to his normal life as a robotics professor on the solid ground and agreeable
gravity of his home world. No sane person would want to cavort around in space,
being chased by mercenaries, soldiers, and knights--not to mention the
unidentified organization that's been sending robot assassins after him. But
his best friend's mother is missing, an entire team of archaeologists is dead,
and the greatest find in the Twelve Systems is hidden in a wreck entombed on a
frozen moon. As the Kingdom Fleet, Tenebris Rache's nefarious mercenaries, and
sinister strangers from another system descend on the ancient wreck, all
wanting the secret in its hold, Casmir and his friends are caught in the middle
of a battle for the future of humanity. They may be the only ones with the
unique skills to decode the wreck's secrets, but will they survive long enough
to do so?
Loom Magic Xtreme! John McCann 2014-01-28 From the authors of the instant
bestseller Loom Magic! comes a second amazing project book with twenty-five
totally new and extreme designs! Rainbow Looms are taking the world by storm,
with devotees of all ages accessorizing their wrists, backpacks, and rooms with
fun and creative projects. These super imaginative, out-of-this-world projects
will take your rubber band loom projects to the next level. Here are kid-tested
step-by-step instructions and bright color photographs to show you how to make
the coolest rubber band projects out there, including: Twisty headband Bouquet
of flowers Octopus Decorated ponytail holder Fashion jewelry stand Glow-in-thedark stars Zipper decoration Hockey stick Bloodshot eyeballs Black bat And many
more!
Dark Service Linda Coles 2018 The dark web can satisfy any perversion, but two
detectives might just pull the plug... Taylor never felt the blade pressed to
her scalp. She wakes frightened and alone in an unfamiliar hotel room with a
near shaved head and a warning... tell no one. As detectives Amanda Lacey and
Jack Rutherford investigate, they venture deep into the fetish-fueled
underbelly of the dark web. The traumatized woman is only the latest victim in
a decade-long string of disturbing-and intensely personal-thefts. To take down
a perverted black market, they'll go undercover. But just when justice seems
within reach, an unexpected event sends their sting operation spiraling out of
control. Their only chance at catching the culprits lies with a local
reporter... and a sex scandal that could ruin them all. Dark Service is the
skin-crawling fourth novel in the Detective Amanda Lacey mystery series. If you
like sexual intrigue, modern-day suspense, and exploring technology's dark
side, then you'll love this cutting edge thriller from international
bestselling author Linda Coles. Buy Dark Service to lose yourself in the
darkest corners of your imagination today.
Fun with Pokemon Simcha Whitehill 2017-08-01 This is the ultimate officiallylicensed Pokémon activity book with mazes, word searches, four 18" x 24"
posters to color, and more--a must-have for Pokémon Trainers of all ages!
Pokémon fans won't be able to resist this unique format, jam-packed with fun!
With four 18" x 24" fold-out posters that feature all of your favorite Pokémon
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from the Alola region, you can color for hours, and then have fun doing dozens
of different activities such as mazes, word searches, decoding messages, and
more! Match the Pokémon to its habitat, help the Pokémon get to its food, and
even test your memory with your favorite Pokémon memory game. This ultimate
official Pokémon activity book is a must-have for anyone who loves Pokémon!
My First Dot-To-Dot Elizabeth Golding 2017-02 Young kids will enjoy tracing
over dots, connecting them, and revealing a colorful picture with these
fantastic throw-downs that have them answering questions, writing words,
counting items, and solving problems.
Lumberjanes Vol. 5 Shannon Watters 2016-12-07 It's a battle of the bands...with
mermaids! April takes it upon herself to restore a friendship that has fallen
apart, but will she be in over her head as her above-water friendships take a
hit? Don't miss out on seeing the Lumberjanes save the day"”and friendships
challenged"”in this exciting collection of issues #13 and #18-20!
Fireman Sam: My First Activity Book 2017-01-12 It's hero time with Fireman Sam
and the Pontypandy Rescue Crew! Join Fireman Sam and his friends in this
exciting First Activity Book! From mazes and counting to colouring and dot-todots, this book is packed full of Fireman Sam activities and puzzles. Together
with over 50 colourful stickers of everyone's favourite friends from
Pontypandy, this is the perfect activity book for keeping all Fireman Sam fans
busy! Fireman Sam is a big hit with kids aged 3 and 4 and perfect entertainment
for those who love Bob the Builder and Postman Pat. Fans of TV's best-loved
firefighter will love to follow the many adventures of Fireman Sam and his
team: Elvis Cridlington, Penny Morris, Tom Thomas, Station Officer Steele and
Radar the rescue dog. With Jupiter the Fire Engine and many other rescue
vehicles, the Fire Crew keep the residents of Pontypandy safe - especially
Naughty Norman!
Early Man Sticker and Activity Book Aardman Animation Ltd 2018-01-30 Giant
sticker and activity book based on the new major motion picture! Based on the
hotly anticipated new stop-motion feature film Early Man, from director Nick
Park (Shaun the Sheep, Wallace and Gromit, Chicken Run) and Aardman Animation,
coming to U.S. theaters this February. Caveman Dug needs your help to unite his
tribe and save his valley! An official movie tie-in, this activity book is
packed with puzzles, games, and activities, as well as over 800 stickers. With
5 tear-out posters of scenes and characters from the movie and 12 pages of
stickers, this book is sure to provide hours of fun. Perfect for young fans of
the movie and Aardman Animation, soccer enthusiasts, and prehistory buffs!
The Girl Before J P. Delaney 2021-11-25 NOW A MAJOR TV SERIES THE ADDICTIVE
MILLION-COPY BESTSELLER THE SUNDAY TIMES AND NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
SHORTLISTED FOR THE BRITISH BOOK AWARDS CRIME & THRILLER BOOK OF THE YEAR THE
SUNDAY TIMES THRILLER OF THE MONTH THE SIMON MAYO RADIO 2 BOOK CLUB PICK
********** Enter the world of One Folgate Street and discover perfection . . .
but can you pay the price? Jane stumbles on the rental opportunity of a
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lifetime: the chance to live in a beautiful ultra-minimalist house designed by
an enigmatic architect, on condition she abides by a long list of exacting
rules. After moving in, she makes a shocking discovery about the previous
tenant, Emma, and Jane starts to wonder if her own story will be a rerun of the
girl before. *********** 'DAZZLING' - Lee Child 'ADDICTIVE' - Daily Express
'DEVASTATING' - Daily Mail 'INGENIOUS' - The New York Times 'COMPULSIVE' Glamour Magazine 'ELEGANT' - Peter James 'SEXY' - Mail on Sunday 'ENTHRALLING'
- Woman and Home 'ORIGINAL' - The Times 'RIVETING' - Lisa Gardner 'CREEPY' Heat 'SATISFYING' - Reader's Digest 'SUPERIOR' - The Bookseller
Lumberjanes Vol. 11 Shannon Watters 2019-04-10 When Molly makes a deal with a
mysterious Voice in the woods surrounding Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul
Thistle Crumpet’s Camp for Hardcore Lady Types to slow down time, she isn’t
hoping for an endless summer! All she wants is more time to spend with her
friends at camp, hiking and doing crafts, and playing music and having fun.
What she doesn’t bargain for is time starting to skip, and freeze, and make
campers’ ages jump forward and back... It’s up to Roanoke Cabin to to set time
right again, and save camp! This New York Times bestseller and multiple Eisner
Award and GLAAD Award-winning series features danger, adventure, and life-long
friendships! Get in on the fun with this brand-new adventure written by Shannon
Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes) and illustrated by Ayme Sotuyo.
The Spy's Handbook Herbie Brennan 2013-05-02 The complete guide to professional
spying for 8-to-80-year-olds. Whether you're just a bit nosy, or you want to
launch a full-scale investigation of your neighbours, this indispensable
handbook will teach you everything you need to know. There are practical
sections on codes, ciphers, invisible ink and signalling, as well as guidance
on drops and safe houses. This book teaches you how to spot when somebody is
lying, and how to lie effectively yourself. There are sections on successful
disguise and how to structure a spy ring, including psychological recruitment
strategies, psychic surveillance, and spotting moles. And there's technical
advice too about constructing bugging devices and setting traps. Herbie Brennan
interlaces the facts with anecdotes about real-life spies, making this unique
handbook an entertaining armchair read as well as an essential tool for any
budding (or currently serving) MI6 operative.
Best gift of all Julia Alvarez 2009 Vieja Belâen, a friendly and generous old
woman who tirelessly works for the benefit of others, is surprised to play host
to three wise men on their way to visit a king born of poor parents.
I Spy Spectacular Jean Marzollo 2011 Rhyming text invites young readers to find
objects hidden in each photograph, with extra rhyming riddles to be matched
with the photographs.
Christmas Connect the Dots Book for Kids Dp Kids 2017-10-23 Entertaining and
educational Christmas dot-to-dot puzzle book. Improve number skills and handeye coordination while revealing hidden pictures with holiday and winter
themes. Includes a large variety of designs including Santa claus, Christmas
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trees, ornaments, snowmen, presents, angels, and lots more. This connect the
dots puzzle book is for ages 4-8, ages 8-12, and for adults who enjoy connect
the dots puzzles.
I Spy a Skeleton Jean Marzollo 2009 Rhyming text invites readers to find
objects hidden within the pictures.
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